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This month's meeting will be held at 762 Elm Street in St. Thomas
and the presentation will be a pot luck supper (more details later). We expect
numerous speakers on a wide variety of topics, however Rob is also looking into
obtaining a film to supplement the evening's entertainment. Members and guests
are invited to attend at 7:00 P.M. on Saturday, December 17 at the Connoy residence. The enclosed map describes the party location (note the festive star).
For those new to St. Thomas and arriving from the north, the Wellington Road
exit from Highway 401 is the most direct. You can simply follow Highway 4 south
to Elm Street and then travel east.
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EXECUTIVE REPORT

The final meeting of our 1983 Chapter executive was held in London
on November 30. Plans for the Christmas celebration were finalized and it
appears that our 1984 executive will be acclaimed at our party. The present
line-up looks like this:
President
Rob Pi hi
Vice-President
Dave Smith
Secretary
Linda Gibbs
Treasurer
George Connoy

Dana Poulton has been selected to speak at our January meeting. Finally, a
major new Chapter initiative was discussed and Rob will be writing the Society'
provincial executive, offering to host the 1985 Symposium in London.

198/4 MEMBERSHIP FEES ARE NOW DUE

Enclosed .you will find our convenient Chapter membership dues envelope
and you will note that there has been no increase in fees for 1984. Those new
members who joined over the last several months are encouraged to note in or on
their envelope the 1983 KEWA issues which they are missing. These back issues
will be sent to them directly at no charge.
SOCIAL REPORT

Our Christmas Party organizers have arranged to provide ham and scallo
potatoes for the supper, compliments of the Chapter. Those attending are reques
to contribute a salad, dessert or appetizer, and should notify an executive memb>
concerning their selection, so that duplication can be avoided. Also, B.Y.O.B.see you there!
Editor's Note:

The newsletter is prepared to carry membership advertising (free
of charge), providing that the wording and/or services offered d
not contravene the aims and standards of the Ontario Archaeologi
Society.

Robert C. Mayer, H.A.
Robert H. Pihl, MA
Dana R. Poulton, MA
Stanley W. Lopata, H.SC.

DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

The following archaeological titles
are now available through Ethnology Monographs
are pleased to announce the commencement of
that will be of particular interest to archaeoMayer, Pihl, Poulton and Associates Incorporated
logists in the eastern United States:
with offices at
Ethnology Monographs No. 4:
R.R.1, Granton, Ontario NOM 1VO
Excavations
at Dameron Rockshelter (15J023A)
(519) 225-2:«X)
Johnson County, Kentucky by F.J. Vento, J.M.
R.K.4, Komoka, Ontario NOL 1RO
Adovasio and J. Donahue with sections by J.D.
(519)666-0648
Applegarth, R.C. Carlisle, D. Dirkmaat, W.C.
3 - 45 Palace Street, London, Ontario N6U 3A6
Johnson and K. Lord; 235 pages, 60 illustra(519) 434-HH55
tions, 15 tables, softcover. PRICE: $11.00*
Dameron Rockshelter was excavated by the
The new firm offers a full range of heritage resource
management services to the business community
University of Pittsburgh in 1977. The report
and government agencies.
presents an extensive discussion of the stratigraphy, cultural features and methodology of
excavation. The site is dated by five radio—•
carbon dates that range between 2355 ± 65BC
and AD 1795 ± 85. Detailed descriptions and discussions of 28 named or typed projectile
points and a wide variety of other lithics are provided. Prehistoric ceramics, shell,
bone and historic period artifacts are described and discussed as are faunal and floral
remains.
Ethnology Monographs No. 6: The Prehistory of the Pajntsville Reservoir,
Johnson and Morgan Counties, Kentucky compiled by J.M. Adovasio and written by J.M.
Adovasio, R.C. Carlisle, W.C. Johnson, P.T. Fitzgerald, J.D. Applegarth, R. Drennan
and J.L. Yedlowski with sections by J.M. Adovasio and R.C. Carlisle, D. Dirkmaat, D.
Beynon, A. Ferenci Fitting, W.C. Johnson, H.B. Rollins and F.J. Vento; Ixiii plus 1074
pages, 320 figures, 279 tables, softcover. PRICE: $24.00* This monograph synthesizes
archaeological research by the University of Kentucky and the University of Pittsburgh
in the Paintsville Reservoir in eastern Kentucky. A thorough geological assessment of
the study area is presented together with examinations of contemporary climate, flora
and fauna. The history of prior research in the area is summarized, and descriptions
of 19 excavated or tested and 81 surveyed sites are provided. Hundreds of projectile
points ascribable to virtually all major temporal periods are described and compared to
points from sites outside the project area. All other flaked stone and ground stone
tools are also described and discussed in detail. Macroscopic and microscopic examination of lithic raw materials are presented with particular attention to chert sources.
Sixteen ceramic types are discussed together with elements of perishable technology
discerned from an examination of ceramic surface treatments. Historic period artifacts,
vertebrate and invertebrate faunal remains as well as floral remains from the sites are
assessed as are aboriginal settlement patterns within the reservoir, matters of substinence, seasonality and intensity of site utilization. The report concludes with a summary of external correlations between sites in the reservoir and those outside its
borders.
MEADOWCROFT - COLLECTED PAPERS ON THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF
MEADOWCROFT ROCKSHELTER AND THE CROSS CREEK DRAINAGE

edited by R.C. Carlisle and J.M. Adovasio

Price: $12.50*

Meadowcroft Rockshelter in Washington County, Pennsylvania, was excavated by

the University of Pittsburgh between 1973 and 1978. It has produced an astounding
array of prehistoric and historic period artifacts representing virtually all phases
in the human occupation of the Cross Creek drainage. This volume is a collection of
15 papers on the geo-archaeological investigation of Meadowcroft Rockshelter and the
archaeological survey of Cross Creek. All of the papers were presented at the 47th
annual meeting of the Society for American Archaeology, Minneapolis, Minnesota
April 14-17, 1982.
Included in the volume are papers on the geology and geomorphology of
Meadowcroft and Cross Creek, prehistoric settlement patterns in the Cross Creek drainage, statigraphy and chronology of Meadowcroft, lithic raw material analysis, lithic
artifacts from Meadowcroft and from other sites in the drainage, perishables from
Meadowcroft, ceramics from the rockshelter, vertebrate and invertebrate fauna, human
remains, floral remains, analysis of constant volume samples, excavations at two other
sites in the Cross Creek drainage and an interpretive summary of the Meadowcroft/Cross
Creek Archaeological Project.

This handsome, 270-page bound volume represents the latest information on
Meadowcroft, which has produced the earliest certain radiocarbon dates for the presence
of humans in northeastern North America. The site also has the earliest current evidence of cultigens in the Upper Ohio Valley as well as the earliest ceramics in this
part of the Northeast.

These collected papers encompass the most up-to-date thinking on the geoarchaeological investigation of this unique site and will be the "last" statements
offered until the publication of the final Meadowcroft/Cross Creek book by the
University of Pittsburgh Press, probably in 1984. The collected Meadowcroft papers are
available in very limited quantity (100 copies) and are being distributed for the cost
of printing and mailing in order to disseminate the information as widely as possible.
* Price includes postage and handling.
Those members -interested in ordering the above publications can
obtain order forms from the KEWA editor!

This final issue of 1983 provides our readership with not only one of the
most attractive 19th Century Notes to date, but also two contributed articles. The
first is a brief summary describing the results of the 1982 University of Windsor excavations on the Dick site in Essex County, while Carl Murphy's report presents data
concerning an unusual class of ceramic artifacts recovered during his 1982 excavation
of the Savage site in Kent County.
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Processing the Calvert collection at a Chapter Thursday
night lab. From left, clockwise around the table: Mike
Gibbs, Linda Gibbs, Bob Calvert (standing), George Connoy
(hiding), Wayne Hagerty and Danny Van Maele. (Can you
find the birdstone in this picture?)

THE DICK SITE EXCAVATIONS: 1982
PETER E, REID

The Dick site is one of about two-dozen components in southern Essex County
belonging to the Younge Tradition, an archaeological culture dating between about
AD 650 and AD 1400, which, in the opinion of some authorities, represents the ancestors of one of the Lower Great Lakes Iroquoian groups, but which, in the opinion of
other authorities, represents Algonkian speakers.
These peoples were seasonally nomadic hunters-and-gatherers, who supplemented their diet with cultivated maize, squash and, after c. 1200 AD, beans. Their
settlement pattern included at least five types of communities: 1) cold-season inland multi-family hamlets, of which the Bruner-Colasanti site, near Ruthven, is the
only excavated example; 2) warm-season hunting, collecting, and perhaps, farming

camps, along the sandy ridges of southern
Essex County, of which Dick is a good example; 3) spring/fall fishing and wild fowl
trapping stations, of which several examples
have been found on Point Pelee; 4) summer
fishing and collecting stations on the Lake
Erie islands; and 5) small fortified villages,
sometimes with earthworks.

The Dick site near Leamington (see
Figure 1) consisted of at least thirty storage
features scattered through an area of 450 sq.
metres. Part of the site had been obscured by
a late 19th-century feature, probably the remains of a cow shed pertaining to one of the
early homesteaders on this land. The prehistoric features were, for the most part, too
close together to have been in use all at the
same time. Also the pottery fragments which
the site yielded span a roughly three-hundred
year period, from the mid-10th to the mid13th centuries. Finally, the two radio-carbon
dates obtained seem to corroborate the hypothesized long period of site use: AD 1020 ±
110, and AD 1170 ± 100.

I believe that at any one time only
a small number of people actually used the
Dick site: perhaps two or three families, who
Figure 1: Location of the Dick Site
camped there from late spring until early autumn. No post holes or other definite indications of houses were recovered, suggesting that dwellings were rather flimsy. However,
such evidence may well have been obliterated by modern agricultural activities, which
have substantially affected the landscape throughout southern Essex County. Thirteen
amorphous clay lumps were found, which may have been "daub" fragments from dwellings.

The remains of at least 140 pottery vessels were found, representing the Younge
Phase of the Younge Tradition (58%)-c. AD 1000-1200; the earlier Riviere au Vase Phase
(ll%)-c. AD 650-1000, and the later Springwells Phase (31%)-c. AD 1200-1400. One complete though fragmented early Springwells style vessel (see Figure 2) was found in one
of the features, associated with the 1170 AD radio-carbon date.

Of the 5,400 pieces of chert recovered, 122 were worked into tools and implemen
of various sort, most of them quite simple. Over two-thirds of the assemblage was manufactured from locally obtained pebbles of Onondaga chert, but about 10% of the chipped
stone artifacts appeared to be made of Bayport chert, carried or traded in from the
source area of Saginaw Bay, Michigan, some 400 km away.
The assemblage of ground stone artifacts included several manos and metates,
for processing nuts and maize. There were also two netsinkers, indicating that fishing,
perhaps in nearby Sturgeon Creek, was at least an occasional subsistence activity.
The fauna! assemblage is still being described by students of Dr. Howard
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Savage at the University of Toronto.
There are deer, muskrat, wolf or dog,
and various species of fish represented. Apparently absent were the remains of birds, suggesting that the
Dick camps were not used during the
spring and fall migrations of waterfowl along the "Carolinian flyway"
which passes right over the site.
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Plant remains recovered included fragments of nuts and several
dozen kernals of maize. Samples of
the maize were submitted for radiocarbon dating and yielded the earlier of the two dates quoted above.
The badly damaged remains
of a human burial were recovered; a
person in their late teens, about
1.65 metres tall, and with significantly worn teeth, indicating that
stone-ground plant foods had played a
significant part in their diet. The
interment was probably a "bundle"
burial, and a fragment of a groundstone pipe found in the plough-zone
of an adjacent unit may have been associated with it, suggesting that the
individual may have been a male. The
remains have been turned over to the
Regional Archaeologist for Southwestern Ontario.
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Figure 2: An Early Springwells Phase Macomb
Linear-Punctate Variant Vessel (Note the
typical pronounced collar, elongate form and
self-slip body surface treatment.)

The period around the turn of the second millenium AD witnessed the establishment of the sedentary horticultural way of life throughout much of the Lower Great Lake
basin; the way of life documented in Ontario by 17th century Europeans. But, for reason
still obscure, the prehistoric peoples of southwesternmost Ontario do not seem to have
participated to the same degree in these developments. Rather, they retained the nomadi
hunting, fishing, and collecting way of life-albeit supplemented with horticulture-whic
had suited their ancestors well for the preceding millenia.

DOLLS, DEMONS OR DICE: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SAVAGE SITE FIGURINES
CARL R, MURPHY

During the 1982 excavation of the late Middle Iroquoian Savage site, a surprising number of small, fired-ceramic figurines were discovered. These figurines have
presented an unusual problem with interpretation, due to the almost total absence of th
type of artifact during the late prehistoric period in the Great Lakes region.

The Savage site (AdHm-29) is located 18 km. northeast of Chatham, Ontario,
in Howard Township, Kent County, and two km. south of the Thames River. It is situated on a low, narrow sand ridge and consists of a single longhouse and a large
midden. This site represents one of the westernmost Iroquoian occupations-of the tirr
and, as would be expected, a number of ceramic vessels reflect considerable influences originating in the Wolf Phase of the Younge Tradition from nearby Michigan
and Ohio.

The Savage site figurine assemblage consists of one complete specimen,
two heads, one torso and at least six detached leg pieces. Using a "head count",
only three figurines are represented, however, with a "leg count", portions of at
least five separate figurines were recovered. Several other ceramic pieces are
probable figurine elements, but because of their fragmentary condition, cannot be
positively identified. Shown in Figure 1:1 is the complete example, which measures
4.5 cm. x 2.0 cm. x 1.2 cm., and was molded from a single piece of clay. The head
is circular and slightly flattened, has round tool-impressed eyes, and four faint
horizontal incisions which may have been intended to depict a mouth. The body is cylindrical with shallow, vertical incisions along the length of the front. The back
is plain and convex bevelled. The legs are circular and widest closest to the body,
then gradually constricting to a rounded point.

This figurine was reconstructed from three pieces found in house Feature 3.
intermixed with fragments of the 6.9 cm.high miniature vessel pictured in Figure 1:2
The association of pot and figurine is perhaps the single most important contextual
clue to the function of the figurines, and the relation is further strengthened by tt
fact that both exhibit the same yellow-brown colour and sparse, fine granitic temper.
The remaining two figurine heads were recovered from the midden and, unfortunately,
the provenience does not reveal any further correlations.

The bullet-shaped example in Figure 1:3 is twice the size of the Feature 3
figurine head and displays a definite nose and mouth. The eyes are rectangular impressions, the nose has been pinched outwards from the facial area and the mouth is
a single incision sloping upwards from left to right. While this head is definitely
human in appearance, the Figure 1:6 head is also assumed to be a human representatior
The eyes were impressed with a hollow round tool and no attempt was made to form a
mouth. The head is flattened towards the top and could easily be viewed as an anima"
form, such as an owl; but since it is generally similar to the Feature 3 figurine, il
is considered a human effigy at this time.

The single body fragment and four leg elements illustrated in Figure 1:4,5,
7-9 are less variable in form than the head portions. The single torso (Figure 1:4)
measures 3.2 cm. x 2.6 cm. x 1.3 cm., is a light grey colour and is slightly larger
than the complete figurine. While it lacks the bevelled back and vertical incisions, it still corresponds well with the Feature 3 figurine. A leg element
(Figure 1:9) is a similar colour to the torso fragment and is proportionately equal,
but the damaged areas are too extensive to determine if they were once articulated.
The remaining leg fragments in Figure 1 conform to the shape and approximate size of
the complete figurine.

These artifacts from the Savage site indicate that a definite style or typi
of figurine was being formed for a single, or perhaps a number of related purposes.
The most distinctive aspect of each figurine is the head portion, the body and legs
are apparently standardized representations of the bipedal form. While there is liti
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Figure 1: Savage Site Artifacts

basis to define types; the three heads do reflect two intrinsic patterns. Two heads
are circular, and it is the large round eyes that are the distinguishing feature;
whereas the third figurine has a large full-face, square eyes and oblong head, which i
decidely different from the others. Whether these distinctions are significant depends on the final interpretation of the figurines and whether the types reflect separate ideological aspects or simply the skill, or effort on the part of the maker.

To interpret the function of the figurines it is necessary to approach the
problem using both archaeological and ethnographic information. The association of
the complete figurine and the miniature vessel from Feature 3 indicates that the figurines may have functioned as children's toys. The traditional interpretation of crud
ely-shaped pots is that they are the product of young girls becoming experienced in
the techiniques of pottery manufacture. While the relation between the pot and figurine could be considered coincidental, the similarity of paste and temper does make sucl
an assumption unlikely. The most decisive argument against the figurines being just
toys is the rarity of similar artifacts elsewhere. Documented ethnographic examples
are always of some material other than clay; such as, corn husk for the Iroquoians
(Speck 1945:50), or bark and reeds for the western Great Lakes (Ritzenthaler and
Ritzenthaler 1970:35).
If the figurines are not considered toys, then the association with
might represent some other activity. Miniature vessels have been interpreted
as toys, but there may be other functions for some of the small, crude pots.
one cannot rule out idiosyncratic innovation, there still remains a number of
eral explanations to investigate.

the pot
usually
While
other ger

Figure 2 depicts eight examples of archaeological and ethnographic figurines
from the Great Lakes region. Figure 2:4 illustrates one of the two previously documenl
ed examples of prehistoric Ontario Iroquoian ceramic figurines. It is reproduced from
Wintemberg (1936: Plate XV, Fig. 30) and is one of two full-faced examples discovered
at the St. Lawrence Iroquoian Roebuck site. The figurine pictured here is distinct
from the Savage site types by having arms extending down the body. The other Roebuck
figurine consists of a detached head.
Wintemburg proposes two possible explanations for the figurines by including
them under the headings of Children's Toys and Amusements (1936:66), and also under
Objects of Superstition and Religion where he states:
The snail earthenware
human figurine in Plate XV,
figure 30, may have been used
in the practise of witchcraft ,as
are similar small bone human
forms among the Seneca of New York. (1936:73)

An example of a "small bone human form" is presented in Figure 2:1 and is
reproduced from an illustration of a "pierced neck" antler figurine from an early historic Seneca cemetery at the Dutch Hollow site, Livingston County, New York (Ritchie
1954:29 plate 11, 4). This figurine is one of four recovered from the site, which
were all exclusively associated with the burial of children. The Figure 2 example was
found on the upper body area of a child skeleton and "was almost certainly worn suspended from the neck" (Ritchie 1954:9). Arthur C. Parker provides an interpretation
for an almost identical figurine when he reveals:

8

Figure 2: 1. Antler figure (Seneca) 2. Wooden counter
(Onondaga) 3. Wooden counter (Six Nations) 4. Ceramic
figurine (St. Lawrence Iroquois) 5. Shaman doll (Menominee)
6. Medicine doll (Miami) 7. Fetish bundle figurine (Fox)
8. Fawn Skin Bundle figurine (Menominee) (Scales variable)

The modern Seneoa say that
their ancestors carved small images
of the human figure to represent a
witch and by placing them in a bag or
reoepticle were able to prevent the evil
influence of the witch after which the
effigies were named. (1920:117).

If the above information is considered mutually supportive, then the burial
of the antler figurines in the graves of children may have been intended as a form of
protection against witchcraft, either in this world or the next. Although no prehistor
ic antecedents of the antler form are known to date, these historic examples provide in
dications of possible supernatural functions for prehistoric figurines and coincidentally, their connection with children.
Figure 2 illustrates two twentieth century examples of wooden counters used
in the Iroquoian Bowl Game. One (Figure 2:2) is adapted from a drawing by Blau
(1967:43), while Figure 2:3 is an enlarged example of a counter from Speck (1945:16).
The Bowl Game is a form of "dice" of which numerous variations were played throughout
North America (Culin 1907). A basic description of the modern Onondaga playing is
given by Blau as:
a game of chance played between two
opposing sides. The game involves shaking
six peach stones, each burned black on one
side... These are shaken in a bowl by hitting
the bowl against a bench or else the floor,
which causes the stones to jump and constitutes
the "throw" of the peach stone. (1967:35).
/

Wooden figures, carved sticks, beans and animal effigies were often used in
the many variations of the game as counters to determine the score of each opposing sid
Unusual counters or figures were often made for a special game, such as a healing ceremony or a wake (Blau 1967:37). Ramsden (1967:37) reports that "modified plum and
cherry stones" are found on pre-contact Huron sites, which indicates that some form of
Bowl Game was probably practiced prehistorically in Ontario.

The Bowl Game counters are included in Figure 2 because of the overall morphological similarity they share with the Savage site figurines. With both, the genera
shape is apparently more important than anatomical accuracy. Figure 2:2 is most similar to the Roebuck figurine (Figure 2:4) with the suggestion of arms at the side.
The problem with correlating these counters with prehistoric figurines
concerns the vagueness of ethnographic reporting and the temporal difference between
the artifacts. In the Jesuit Relations, only one form of the Bowl Game is reported
involving the curing a sick individual (Blau 1967); whereas, by the twentieth century
it was practiced -during agricultural rites and social events. Culin (1907:105-119)
undertook an extensive survey of the game, and does not mention the use of wooden figures as counters. An important description by Blau (1967) of a modern Or\ondaga example is significant:
Special carved counters and
figures may be made for a
curative Bowl Game either

to be destroyed at the conclusion
of the rite or to be kept as mementoes
by the Patient. When a bowl game
dream is guessed, food (sugar or
corn) or a miniature bowl game
charm set is presented to the
'dreamer. (1967:37)

Considering the above, all elements of the Savage site figurines and the
Roebuck examples are consistent with the curative Bowl Game. For example, the broken
scattered pieces could be destroyed counters and.the Feature 3 figurine and pot may
have been a miniature Bowl Game charm. The problem still remains as to how far the
ethnographic data can be applied. The time difference between the artifact groups is
roughly 500 years, and ceramic pieces or counters are not associated with the game in
ethnographic sources. While the potential for correlation is very real, there are
additional examples of figurine types to be considered.
The last four figurines in Figure 2 are ethnographic examples collected from
Central Algonkian groups. Figure 2:5 is a Menominee wooden shaman puppet adapted from
Ritzenthaler and Ritzenthaler (1970:139). A Miami wooden medicine doll (Figure 2:6)
from Callender (1978:686) displays very similar facial features to the previous example. Figure 2:7 illustrates the single documented historic period ceramic figurine
and was one of the contents of a Fox "Fetish Bundle" (adapted from Harrington 1914:
PLATE XXXIX). From its unusual appearance, Harrington (1914:237) believed that it was
not a Central Algonkian artifact, but perhaps originated in the southwestern United
States. The final figurine is a wooden fetish from a Menominee "Fawnskin medicine
bundle", which was invoked as a hunting aid (adapted from Skinner 1913:141).
Each of these four figurines can be considered a "fetish".
bes a fetish as:

Harrington descr

an object, natural or artificial., large
or small; which is regarded as a
living being, possessed of supernatural
power, and is endowed with consciousness
and volition, or is thought to be the
dwelling or representation of such a
being, and to possess its magical
powers, wholly or in part. It is
supposed to understand what is
said to it, and to enjoy offerings. (1914:127)

While the above description is particular to the Central Algonkian peoples
originating from the regions bordering Ontario to the west, Parker (1909:161-185) reported that medicine bundles were also used by the Seneca "secret medicine societies"
and that "dolls" were also part of the paraphernalia (1909:172).
Medicine bundles of various types were a part of the daily life of many Nati

not least, shamanism and witchcraft. Human effigies of one form or another were an intrinsic element of medicine and most likely were not produced under anything less than
serious circumstances.

CONCLUSIONS

Data have been presented to illustrate a number of possible explanations
concerning the function of the Savage site figurines. Any one of the ethnographically
documented uses may apply to the prehistoric figurines, but it is probably safe to say
that they were intended to perform or participate in some type of ritual/magic activity. The majority of known effigies from the Great Lakes region were connected with
sympathetic magic and the hypothesized large number of medicine bundles, fetishes,
charms or amulets formerly in existence suggests a considerable potential for the discovery of unusual (preserved) forms in the archaeological record. Prehistoric ceramic figurines may have been incorporated into some aspect of the Bowl Game, but most
likely in a magical context.

Hopefully, future research will determine whether ceramic figurines are an
idiosyncratic expression of the longhouse occupants on this Southwestern Ontario site,
or an artifact type that is only rarely preserved or deposited under normal or even unusual circumstances... and just when you thought it was safe to go back to the swamp...
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NINETEENTH CENTURY NOTES
HUMAN EFFIGY CLAY TOBACCO PIPES

Thomas Kenyon

Many of the human effigy clay tobacco pipes found on 19c sites are the so called "Turks'
heads". This is not surprising as this theme has been used in association with tobacco
for centuries. As early as 1658 a Dutch tobacco store used a statuette of a Turk over his
door to advertise his wares. In the 19c the Turk figure was a familiar motif shown on
tobacco wrappings. Included among the many varied wooden store front figures used by
tobacco merchants in the last century, is the Turk figure.
Good examples of a bearded human head with mustache and turban are 1, 3, 4 and 5.
-Above the turban on 5 is the legend "UNITED STATES OF AMERICA". This pipe style has
been reported from sites in New York State, but appears to be rare on Ontario sites.
1 and 2 are excellent examples of full modelling and casting, especially if one compares
them with the shallow and minimal modelling on 6. 7 a plain human head with a prominent
neck. 8 a mustached human head. The epaulets above the spur suggest a military connection. 9 is almost identical to 10 except the latter displays a peaked cap. 11 in appearance
this pipe looks like the Italian poet Dante. All of these pipes came from sites in Brant
and Haldimand Counties and range from C1820 to C1880.

Illustration above
(1) enlarged twice
size, all other
illustrations (la to 12)
are approximately
actual size

HENDERSON pipes were manufactured in Montreal between
1847 and 1876 when the business
was taken over by W. H. Dixon
who continued making pipes until 1894.

